In order to enhance factory automation and unmanned production, numerical controlled (NC) machine tools are widely used in many mechanical processing factories. Whenever one machining part is changed to another, the operation of an NC machine tool has to be stopped in order to change some of the cutting tools on the turret tool holder. In this paper, a new concept of 'tool module' is used and the problem of reducing the number of tool changing operations for Ne machine too\:; is discussed. The problem is formulated as a 0-1 integer programming (0-1 ILP) problem on a bipartite graph and a branch and bound algorithm is proposed to select an optimal tool module. Since the LP relaxation problem obtained by dropping the integrality condition for the 0-1 ILP problem has a special network structure like the well-known transportation problem, this LP is solved by certain network flow algorithm with utilizing its special structure Some numerical experiments are reported, and indicate that the algorithm is reasonably efficient. Furthermore, possible extensions of this method are discussed.
1. Introduction of cutting-tools play an important part in the productivity improvement.
Hence, our main attention is paid to the tool changing operations and reduce the number as much as possible. In this paper, this problem will be treated as a mathematical programming problem.
In the succeeding sections of this paper, mainly the machining center is considered. However, the similar procedure is adaptable for many other types of NC machine tools. At a machining center simultaneously several cutting-tools can be installed such as face cutters, drills, endmills, taps and so on, with the range from 12 to 80 for each NC machine tool (the maximum size of tool magazine is a constant for each NC machine tool). Usually, for processing one part, only 40 -60% of installable tools are used. Moreover, some of these tools are common for processing different kinds of parts. Hence, we consider a production method based on the group technology concept. In this method, all parts are partitioned into several groups, and each group is called a "parts-family". The parts contained in each family may require a lot of processing tools in common and can be processed by the same set of tools within the maximum size of tool magazine. We call this set of tools as a "tool module", and when a parts-family changes, whole set of installed tools i.e., a tool module is changed. Therefore, the number of set-up operations is the same as the number of parts-families (i.e., the least number of tool modules needed for processing all parts). Thus, if we construct some suitable tool modules, the total set-up operations will reduce considerably.
We denote by M {1,2,···,m} the set of tools, by N = {1,2,···,n} the set of parts to be processed and by E E M x N the relation between tools and parts, i.e., (i,j) E E means that the tool i is used to process the part j. Let a positive integer k be the maximum size of tool magazine. Then, the problem mentioned above can be restated as follows;
cover N by the least number of parts families each of which can be processed by one tool module with at most k tools. We call this problem as the optimaZ parts grouping probZem (OPGP).
The OPGP was first studied in IS]. If I(j) be a set of tools necessary for processing the part j and II(j)1 be the cardinal number of I(j), the Hamming distance d .. between i E Nand j E N is defined by d .. Redueing Rule (1) If /I(j) I > k then let N = N\{j} and E = E n (M x N).
Since the reduced problem has the same structure as the original one, we also denote the reduced problem by (PO)'
In this paper, instead of solving (PO) directly, we solve it after representing as a 0-1 ILP problem. Note that a set S c M can be repre- 
Therefore we can consider that the essential variable vector is u. Thus it is clear that the constraints V. E {O,l}, j E N can be omitted. 
Branch and Bound Method
In this section we will describe a branch and bound algorithm for solving the problem (p). We will denote by SP(t) the subprob1em on the t-th node. Let Also, Here,
'/-° in the t-th node}, 1 in the R,-th node},
is:
Also, we will denote by SP(~) the LP relaxation problem of SP(~) and by z(~) the objective function value of SP(~). The algorithm for solving SP(~) is described in the section 5.
We will consider (PO) to get an i.nitial feasible solution. Reducing Rule
For every j E .1 and .1 = .1\{j}.
~, let u.
For every j E .1 such that II(j) n rl = k -IIll, let 8 = I(j) n r and set z(~) = I n + In. In the case z(~) > Ji' -I
In the case where z (t) > z and there exist a fractional u" go to step
In the case when z(t) > z and every u. is integer, let z = z(t), 1.- I delete all nodes t' E N from N such that z(R,') $ z and go to step 2.
(step 6) The present value zI is the optimal value for the original problem (p) and the solution which gives the objective value zI is an optimal solution for (p). 
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Optimal Tool Module Design Problem
Relaxation of the Problem (P)
Now, let us consider a subproblem eof (p) where some Ui's are fixed at either 0 or 1. Since such problem has the same structure as the original one as shown in the section 3, we will study the structure of (P) instead of those of its subproblems.
Consider an LP-relaxation problem (P) of (P):
::; 1,
As in the problem (P), we can omit the constraints 0::; Vj ::; 1, j EN
variable vector for the constraints Vj ::; u i ' (i,j) E E and consider the Lagrangean relaxation problem:
Let us denote by 2(') the maximal Then 2(P) ::; 2(L ) for any x ~ 0 holds x objective value of a problem (').
in general, and min z(L ) gives >0 x the best upper bound of z(p) [1) . We will show that t~e next theorem holds;
where (L ) is the Lagrange relaxation problem for
By this theorem, it is verified that z(P) gives the best upper bound for z(p) in the sense of Lagrange relaxation. 0
Next we will (P). For solving minimize kA + L~.
For the optimal solution of (D), the next theorem holds; Theorem 2. Let (x*,A*,ll*) be an optimal solution of (D).
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holds and the optimal value of objective function is given by optimal solution and
it is easily seen that the n value of (p) are 
other hand, let (X*.A*,~*) be an optimal solution of (D) and, for simplicity, satisfy the assumption of Theorem 2. Then, by the Theorem
Hence, (X,A,~) is a better feasible solution than (X*,A*,~*). Therefore
is an optimal solution of (D). 0 5. Algorithm for solving (5) In this section we will describe a primal-dual algorithm (see, for example [4] ) for solving (D). Adding two nodes U o and VO' (p) can be reformulated as the following problem (P'): 
1.-J A 2: 0.
and the complementarity condition; (5.9) (5,10) (5.11) (5.12 )
-(A+I1.»U. 0, i: EM. . Before describing the algorithm completely, we will explain the outline briefly.
In the step 2 of algorithm D, using the present flow <.x •• ), the dual 
is the labeleQ state. In the step 10, we examine each node i E I whether it is necessary or not to change L x ..
jEJ(i) 1-J
by using the present values of labels cr. (i E I).
1-
Algor>i trun D.
for all other::c .. 
1-oJ
"IT. and::c ..
x .. = 0 are satisfied for all (i,j) E E, then go to step 11.
L::C" -;,
If cr.
-1 for all i E I then go to step 9. Otherwise, let Let S. = S. -s and go to step 4.
u.
-111 u {i E M I i \ I and u. =
o is satisfied, then go to step 11.
(step 10)
3) In the case where A = it and I{i E MU I u. UI 2) In the case of A < x, 
cr.
1.--U.
Go to step 3.
+ I{i E I I cr. = -l} and ~.
+ lfi E I I cr. After several steps, the algorithm moves to step 10 and we show the values of variables and labells at that step in Figure 6 . Since the case 3 happens at the step 10, the set I becomes {1,2,5,6}. Next, the algorithm moves to the step 3 and it becomes I I x .. / III = (3+2+ id jEJ(i) 1.-J 2+2)/4 = 9/4. After several steps, the algorithm moves to the step 4 and the case that cr. = -1 for all i E I happens. He~e, we get an 1.- optimal solution shown in Figure 7 and the algorithm D terminates.
In the remaining of this section it will be proved that the algorithm D is finite and the obtained solution (U,V,X,A,~) is an optimal solution of (P) and (D). Proof: Proof will be given for case 1). The case 3) can be proved similarly. By the labelling rules at step 4,5 and the changing rules of
x ij at step 6,7, every X~j (j E J(~» remains constant in the subsequent steps. Moreover, considering the step 9, u~ is always 0 in the subsequent steps. Hence, V.
min u. J O and the node iO is also labelled by the labelling rule (step 6). Hence, by assumeng the case 2), I x.. <: Z > A holds and u. 1 by con-
sidering the step 9. This is a contradiction.
(2) Suppose that iO \ I fer the old I. Let l1S consider the preceding step 10 at which iO is in the old I, but not in the new I at the pre- 
Numerical Examples and Computational Experiences
Consider the OTMP given by Table 1 where the maximum size of tool magazine is k = 8. We will solve it and get an optimal solution as shown in the following. u = (1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,0) , V (1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0) Table 7 . By these examples, we verified that the algorithm we proposed is quite efficient and can solve practical problems.
Concluding Remarks
Among the set-up operations hindering the improvement of productivity of NC machines and their unmanned operations, the tool changing operation is essential and unavoidable. To reduce the frequency of setup operations for the tool changing operation, tool module method has been proposed. However, the problem of designing an optimal tool module is unsolved. In this paper, we have pointed out that for this tool module method, there are two mathematical programming problems, i.e., Here, we have proposed for the latter problem a method which is a combination of a branch and bound method and a network flow method. Moreover, we have verified through numerical examples that the proposed method is quite efficient. Also, we have pointed out that the latter problem includes some practical problems such as a problem to find the tool module maximizing the number of processing parts or a problem to find a tool module making possible the longest time unmanned operation of a factory with no tool change. We can further point out that the latter problem is regarded as a subproblem for the former one. By the column generation approach, the OPGP can be formulated as a set covering problem described as follows. where e is an m-dimensional vector (l,l,···,l)T, and Yt = 1 (= 0) means that the optimal set of tool modules contains (does not contain) the t-th tool module u(t). One of the difficulties of this approach is that it takes a lot of time to generate all tool modules u(t) and the corresponding part sets vet) respectively. Now, suppose some of coefficient column vectors (1. e., parts families) are known for (Q) such that every part belongs to at least one of these known parts-families, and we call this problem by (R). Denote by (R) the LP relaxation problem of (R). By solving (R), the dual optimal solutions IT. (j = 1,2,··· ,n) is obtained corresponding to each const-J raint. Since lT j is a shadow price. for the constraint j (Le., the part j), it can be considered that IT. shows a value to process the part j.
In this sense, the problem to find a most valuable parts family vet) and the corresponding tool module u(t) is:
